APOLLO
Stereo ribbon microphone

Due to the increasing amount of musicians using the SIGMA ribbon microphone in a stereo pair configuration, Sontronics has developed the APOLLO stereo ribbon microphone. The APOLLO is a Blumlein X/Y stereo ribbon microphone boasting all the characteristics of the SIGMA, but with added 2-channel functionality. Its “open basket” design captures audio with incredible detail for a truly complete sound and the special shockmount system is extremely effective for noise reduction. APOLLO’s channels can be switched on and off independently, allowing the ability to record in both stereo and mono figure-8 modes.

The APOLLO is available in a Black Satin finish with gold lettering. It is packaged in an aluminum carrying case with special shockmount.

Specifications:

- Frequency response: 20Hz - 15kHz
- Sensitivity: 18mV/Pa -33dB ±1dB (0dB = 1V/Pa 1,000Hz)
- Polar pattern: Blumlein stereo / figure-eight
- Impedance: ≤150 Ohms
- Equivalent noise level: 12dB (A-weighted)
- Power source: Phantom power 48V ±4V (x 2)
- Connector: 6-pin to Two x 3-pin XLR-M (cable supplied)